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The object of this theele Is to determine the effect of
the reinforcement of circular holes on the stress distribution In
the webs of beams subjected to bending with shear, and to devise
a rapid means for predicting the Increase In stress over that of
the condition of no opening.
A theoretical solution for a bead-type reinforcement;
I.e., a small radial thickness, Is developed In APPBIjDIX D . The
theory for the stress distribution In the vreb follovB the vork of
Relssner and Morduoho^f, and is valid for any shape reinforcement;
the theory for the stress distribution In the reinforcement, hovr-
ever, Is for rectangular reinforcement only. The experimental
evidence, obtained from SR-4 strain gauges, has been plotted In
RESULTS. This evidence Is based on tests vrlth rectangular reln-
fore erne nt (standard pipe) exclusively.
A family of specimens covering the usual structural
practice, holes up to half the depth of the web, was tested.
Reinforcement of twice the area of the hole xras originally pro-
vided; 8uccer.!?lve machining operations reduced the amount of
reinforcement In steps of half the hole area to zero reinforce-
ment. Strain gauge observations at the hole, in the web, and on
the flange of the I-beam were made and the maximum stress In each
area determined.
From this Investigation It is concluded that: the theo-
retical solution is satisfactory for design purposes when the
diameter of the hole does not exceed 1/k the depth of the b'^am;
it is Impossible to design a relnforcemf>nt that will reduce the
etress level to that existing for no hole; reinforcement with an
area to th/it of the hole causes a sharp drop In stress and appears
to be about the economic limit; the shape of the bead-type reln-
fdrcement, flat bar, angle, channel, I, etc., is unimportant, but
the area of reinforcement is paramount; the experlmpntal solution
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* In almost all structures opfnlnpe of some sort are
required, either for aocees or for paspln. piping, ventilation,
or p'lectric:.! eyRtpme to thp various compartments. It, there-
fore, behooves the structural designer to rn.i,ke proper provision
for th'^se requirements >rlthout adversely afrf=»oting the structure
&8 a T'hole.
r'uch time has ^een devoted to the amilysis of the
effect of fiuch openings, but a eoarcity of information about
the effect of reinforoemf»nt exists. Timoshenko Clll developed
an approximate analysis for reinforcement around a circul.^r
hole in a uniform tension fi^ld; Sotorero Cl2l and Ourney Cl'^1
continued this vork. Reispner and Hordeoow {.VI developed a
general Solution for relnforcem*-->nt of a circular hole for vari-
ous types of loadinps - hydrostatic pressure, uniform shear,
uniform tension, and pure bendinc. The United States experi-
mental Model Basin [19] published the results of an experimental
study on various types of reinforoemente on various types of
openinciS subjected to uniform tension. Eallinf:xer and Ober-
meyer (181 performed a similar experimental investigation on
a flat ovaloid hole ^'hioh had been reinforced. Ciuite recently
"firci und Skinner ll7l tested an elliptical hole Kith varying
reinforcement subjected to both pure bending" and bending vith
" shear.
1. A fairly complete llPt is included in BIHLIQORAPHY .
2. Mumb^rs in brackets refer to the riBLIOl PJVPHY.

2.
This thesis l8 devotftd to thp pffpot of a reinforced
circular cutout subjected to both pure bending and b'^nding vith
chear. The effect of finite depth is evolved from an analysis
of experimental data rather than by a rigorous raathenutical
treatment. It Is the purpoee of this thesis to correlate data
from actual experiments with large rnodele having a systematic
variation in the else of opening, ratio of diameter of hole to
depth of beam; a syeteraatio variation in the degree of rein-
forcement; and a syBtematlc variation in the ratio of nominal
ehear to nominal b^^nding. This correlation includes a check




Th« models vere prepared from a standard rolled
steel seotion: 12" x 6^" x 28^ \/F, Fig. I le u detail draw-
ing of the model series and Inoludes a aiaohlning echedule
for the variation of relnforoeraent. Fig. II is a sohematio
wiring diagram for the use of Baldwin SR-4 Strain Gauges,
All testing was performed In a 200,000 pounds hy-
draulic type Baldwin-South^rark testing nachine fitt<*d ^ith
AH Aniery-Tatnail weighing mechanism. A 24" x 9" x 94,- v:f
Section vas used to support the test specinen and transfer
the load back into the machine for measuring. Circular bars
and Vee-blocks, fitted vith a radius at the small end, v^erp
used for application of load and support to assure as nearly
"line loading" as was feasible. Figs. Ill and IV show the
typical arrangement for pure bending and bending with shear
respectively.
After the specimen was installed in the test posi-
tion and carefully aligned to ensure proper loading and support
positions, all strain gauges were read for the no load or "zero"
reading. Then the test load was applied. All gauges were read
at several intervals, load increments, until the full test load
was applied. This enabled a load versus strain plot to be made
for each gauge. After the reac^inpjs were made at the full load,
this load was removed and a second "zero" reading made. The

BILL OF MATERIAL
PC.1^0 QUANT SIZE LENGTH MAT'L
1 1 1 Z'k&ziiL?! ii-o" M.fS.
2 1 \z\erlSa 6^3' M.S.
* 18 10.2 ft. I2'X3" M^.
4 1 I.5"XHVYR l,25" M.S.
5 1 3")CHVY P 1.5" M.&
6 1 5"STD R 2.75" M.S.





PC. 4 Pa 5 PC.6 PC.7
1 1.034±.002 U29l±.002 2.475±.003 2.725 ±.003
2 6ex±.ooz 1.028ijOOZ 1.915:^.003 2.103 ±.003
3 0.637±.00l a766±j002 l.356± .002 1.482 ±.002
4 t)/»3e±.00l 0503i.00l 0.7984 .002 oaei ±.002

























average of the ti-ro "j^ero" readingfi was used as the baels for
detTmlnlng strain, ^'hen one such test wae completed , the
Bpeclraen was then realigned v'ith different lotid and support
pOBltlone for the next tect vrith a different ratio of nominal
shear to nominal bending.
After the oomplption of such a seriee of tests, the
Bpeoimen was removed for the machining of the reinforcement.
Thus the specimen vas tested first -"Ith maxirauni reinforcement
and th<^n with Buccep.fiively smaller amounts of r<»inforcement
until thftre v'^s none. After this serl*»B, tvrenty-flv^ (25)
tests: fiv^- (5) c'egrpps of relnforoerapnt tested for each of
five (5) ratios of shear to bendinp, a larger hole rras machined
and the procp'Ss repeated.

9.
Th« rftRults of the <?xperlm"ntal data are incorpo-
rated In Flpiires V through XII. Figures V - VIII are plots
of etr<*ss concentration factor ^t the edge of the hole ver-
sus the ratio of the vel^ht of thp- relnforopnipnt material
to the T^eight of the material removed in formlnp: the hole
in contour B of th*? ratio of nominal shear to nominal binding
BtresE, for various ratloe of dianpter of hole to depth of
veb. Figures IX - XII are elmilar plots with the stress
concentration factor at the edge of the bean as the substi-
tuted variable. The various experimental data arc shown on
these plots. Theoretical solutione are superimposed in
Figures V - VIII.
Figure XIII is an improved plot of the foregoing
Figures incorporating all information into a single chart
v'hich is suitable for design or other engineering purposes.
In this chart a nev;^ independent variable, a dimenslonlese
area parameter, is substituted for the aforementioned veight
ratio.
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Figures V - VIII show the remarkable faot that the
preeenoe of any relnforoeraent, no matter how envall , markedly
decreases the high Gtrefifl concentration at the edge of the
hole, but that the addition of greater amounts of reinforcement
does not provide a proportionate decrement. In none of the
cases actually tested did the reinforcement, which was installed,
reduce the g tress to that existing with no hole. This la in
confornity with the theory developed in AP-ENDIX D which states
that no practical reinforcement provides elastic equivalence of
the hole. This explains the asymptotic character of the curves.
It should be noted that, as the ratio of the diameter
of the hole to the depth of the v/eb increases, the experimental
points for pure bending with no reinforcement no longer agree
with theory developed for the simple plate, [2] and [ 3] . This
points out the stiffening effect of the flanges of the I-beam as
the edge of the hole ^rets closer to these flanges. This stiffen-
ing effect is Similar to a virtual increase in the depth of the
veb. This virtual increase in the web depth is, of course, a
fictitious thing and is not the same as that depth ^^hich would
provide an equivalent moment of inertia, but is merely a physi-
cal kind of reasoning. This same charaoterif;tic is not evident
for the larger values of the ratio of nominal shear to nominal
bending. This can partially be explained by the point of maxi-
mum stress, which is located at the vertical for pure bending

17.
and between 30^ and ^5^ from the vertical for the cases of
bending with ehear. In the latter oaaee the point e of naxl-
mum s trees are aoraevrhat more remote from the flangee thafi
thoee for pure bending and henoe derive a smaller stiffening
effpot from them. Another contributing factor to this dis-
crepancy between theory and experiment (for no relnforoement
)
l8 the someT-^hat simplified shear distribution asBumed. This
distribution Is derived fi»om an extension of plane elasticity
Into the flanges of the section without due regard for the
three-dimensional effect at the Junction, and, hence, Is not
exact. A further contributing factor Is that dlscueeed ln[ 3] :
a static check across the net section is not obtained, and the
edges of the beam are not free of shear stresses when the depth
Ifl finite.
In spite of these knovm discrepancies for the limit-
ing case of no reinforcement, the good agreement beti/een theory
and experiment for the entire range of reinforcement tested for
low values of the ratio of diameter of hole to depth of veb
(the admitted region of validity of the theory), see Flg;ures
V and VI, Is gratifying and lends confidence to the entire vork.
Figures IX - XII follow the trend shown In [ 17] : for
a given ratio of diameter of hole to depth of ^^eb and with a
given reinforcement, the raaxlmiim stress at the edge of the beam
varl'^s but llttlp, but does pass through a maxlmiira - at a ratio
of nominal shear to nominal bending betx<?een 0.3 and QJi-, For a
given size hole at a given ratio of nominal shear to nominal

18.
binding, the relation betv^ee?! the naximum strese at the edge
of the beam and the amount of reinforcement Is arablguoue.
There appearo to be no rational explanation for this seemingly
haphazard relation. Fortunately, ho^'ever, the variation of
maximum str^ee at the edge of the beara with change in rein-
forcpm^nt io quite siiaall. For practical purposes, the maxi-




1. It iB IraposDlblf^ to design a reinforcement for a
clroular cutout eubjeoted to ben Ing v?lth shear vrhlch v/111
restore the etress distribution existing prior to the out.
Thie is predicted by the theory and verified by thoc© experi-
ments actually perforinpd. •
2. For the usual type of reinforcement - a bead in
contrast to a doubler plate - the shape is immaterial; the
area supplied is paramount. In short, the reinforcement does
i'oB vork in either tension or compression; not in bending.
3. Any reinforcement reduces the etresB level at the
edge of the hole; hovever, after u certain amount, usually
the sane area as that of the hole, the effect of additional
reinforcement, is negllglole.
^. The theoretical solution developed in APPENDIX D
is satirfaotory for engineering design purposes v/hen the
ratio of diameter of hole to dept ^ of web is less than 0.25.
5. For the usual proportions of I-beans; i.e., the ratio
of flange area to total area of about 0.5 to 0.7, Figures V -
XIII are 8atl« factory for design purposes. ^

20,
1. Further theoretical and experlraf»ntal Investigations
for the efff^ot of doubler plate relnforcenifint are d**Blrable.
2. Furthfr theorptioal and pxp«?rlnipntal Inveetlgatlone
for the effect of rplnforcem»nt of elllps«8 and flat ovalolde
Bubjpcted to bending vlth shear are desirable.
3. Further Investigations of related problemR vhen the
portions of the beam Immediately adjacent to the cutout are
subjected to uniformly distributed and uniformly varying loads
are desirable.
4. In order to refine existing theory, such as that devel-
oped here, for stress distribution near cutouts In structural
sections and to extend other such theory it is necessary that
a simple analytical expression for shear distribution in I- and
T-bearas b«* developed. This expression may Involve such f.roes
parameters as the ratio of flang<=' area to total area, ratio of
flanpe thickness to depth, and some relation betvreen treb area
and gross moment of inertia. F.mpirloal equations based on







py'TAlLR OF PPOC-' PTJRK
I. Desorlption of Kofi^ls
A dPtall«d vorklnr. dravrlng, P'ifi. I, wae prepared
for fabrication purposes. This, along with 5'lgs. lil and IV,
havp alr^ixdy bp^n used to lllu0tr«tR the teet procedure, i^'or
the 6a>:e of clarity the folloi^lng arapllfloation 1g made:
Fig. XIV flho'fs the f/f>ometry of a Bl•^ple case of
bending I'lth shear. From this notation the ueuiil beam forrau-
laB plvf> the nominal bending and shear etr^ssee, for the uncut




From ^ouatlons (Al) and (A2) the ratio of nominal
shear to nominal bendln.^ stress Is derlv^-d:
|«--™ (A3)
2h2Lt,^
v'hloh Is, as le seen, a function of the geometric properties
of the beam.
The test arrangement is sho^'n schematically In
Figs. XV(a) and XV(b), for bendlnu with shear ixnd pure bend-
Inr: respeotivp-ly. Using the notation of these figur*»e, the
physical dimensions sho^Ti in Flp. I vere calculated. These



























From Equation (A3) vlth thfi proppptles of a
12" X 6^^^* X 28. XJF Section Inserted;
I z ii^riii (A4)
Id
vhpre L Is given In inches.
Fig. X\1 ehov78 thp geomftry and notation for the
typical rectang\ilii.r or "flat-bar" type relnforo*?m^nt which
v^ae used in thle fxpprlmental Tv'ork.
The weight of the material renoved ie giv^n by:
iry^^rjt^, rhpre Y^ Ib the £?pecific \relght
of the veb mutf»rlal.
The v^eight of the relnforoecipnt ie given by:
2 TT ^^.^^(A^ - t^t^,) uhere y^ ^-^ the specific
veiiiht of the reinforcement material,
A^ ie the area of reinforcement and
adjacent ^'-p^'xi area.
Accordingly the Keirrht Ratio, ^'R, is defined ae
:
VP 2 ---iE-i-2£ Reinforcement
I'eisht of f'aterial Removed
For the usual structural vrork the relnforoen'^nt
















2ro(AT. - tpt^^)m = ttayji—.^r::i^j (A5a)
2 w
For the reotangul&r typ*» roinforoement this further
simplifies to:
m • 2-?(X / --^)(7- - 1) (A5b)
or
WR. 2™r(i / Jt) (A50)
1*2 ^w -^2
Keoaufle of itB simplicity plpf^ v^as ohoe«=>n for reln-
foroem«»nt. A further practical conBlcl^ratlon ^ntftred Into
this oholoe; In actual oonetruction pipe la widely ueecl for
this same purpose. Tabl*^ II shows the detenninatlon of the
machining sch**dule In Fig. I using Equation (A5'b) for this
calculation.
Fig. XVII eho^re th« basic gaugrf* locations for all
models. This choice of locations made poseible plots of stress
concentration factors at the edge of the hole, at the edge of
the beam, tend along several radial lines. Fig. XVIII eho^rs the
gauges mounted oi> the flange and veb of the beam; Fig. XIX
shove the gauges mounted at the edge of the hole. Fig. XX shows
the main Instn^nent center v^lth a 3R-4 St.3?aln Indicator and the
Baldwin Switching Units for multiple gaupe r^adim s at a single
load.
II. >!ethode of Analysis
Standard experimental stress analysis procedures
vere used. Single strain feaufe readings t'ere reduced to strain

TABLK I























61.776 123.552 102.96 92.664
0.5 0.25 0.3 0.333
15.^44 23.166 21.622 20.592


































































































In microlnchee per Inch oorr^fi^^ondlnf.. to a given load In pounds,
eee T^ible III. Thee^ rf^adln^.e, coirected for an "iivprage zero"
rPudlnpB, vreve then plotted vercun the corresponding load and
the b^ct straight line paeeed through the experimental points,
see i'lg. /Cd . The corrected strain corresponcl In.^. to the rat^d
teet load Vi^e then determined by a parallel shifting of this
best straight line to obtain zero strain at zero load; I.e.,
"corrected" strain was determln'^'d iS the change In strain cor-
respond Inj:' to a c'lian' e In loci.d.
r-tresB vas determined In two different ways:
a.) For uniaxial gaugee , those mounted on frep bounc.arl*='e
rh^re the stress Is uniaxial, etr^sr vaf^ obtalner by multiplying
the strain at that point by the modulus of elasticity.
b. ) For strain rosettes, those mounted on the web v/here
biaxial stress as vrell as shear can exist, stress was ot^talned
using nonograpi'is developed In C22], see fig. iCCII.
In both instances standard values of Polseon's Ratio
am' raociuluD of elasticity, 0.3 and 30 x 10° psl respectively,
i^ere usf^d.
III. Correlation Procedure
Satisfactory bases for plottla;^ vrpre unknown at the
outset; but, as sufficient data b<»oame available and after sev-
eral eohemf^s had been tried, a vorkabl»= sys^f>n vas evolved.
Bending vith she^^r, with stresses ueo^- the elastic






















































































































































































































































-J- =0.5; «?/h = 0.4206; WR«2
"*''"£= 30 X 1 0%si >i = 0.3
"•=—0.000051 0\= Opsi
C=-0.000432 a2«-l0460f
Ga=+ 0.000076 tM =+ 5230 p













the v*»rtloal axis of symmetry on pur*» bending, see [3 ] and
C^l ano APPENDIX D. For f^aoh size hole and degree of rein-
forcement, the etrppB concentration factor at the edjre of the
hole and in the web ^^as plotted, in oontoui-G of angular loca-
tion, aaalnfit the eh^ar to bend in: ratio as a etrai;:ht line,
eef Fig'. XXIII. Faired data from this type plot were then
plotted ae streec concentration factor versur angular location
in contours of Bh»ar to bending ratio. The miixlraura for each
such contour Wo-S then determined, see Fig. XXIV. These maxima
were then transferred back to Fig. XXIII and a smooth curve
par.a<»d through them.
Plots eimilur to Flae. XXIII and X:<IV vrer^* prepared
for each Bi7.e hole and each degree of reinforcement. Fig. XXV
iB ppsentlally a oompilVtion of the inaxinura curves from plots
eimilar to Fig. XXIII for varying fii<»freefl of r«»inforoement for
a single else hole. The cross-fairing of all data from thie
kinr' of plot is chovn in Flgc. V - VIII in HESULTS . These data
verff c roe n-faired by yet another method: Etreee concentration
factor v^reuB ratio of dlametpr to depth of web in contours of
flh^ar to bending ratio for each d'^grep of reinforcement. A
sample of such a plot is Fig. XXVI,
Similarly the etreBF concentration factors at the
(sagf> of the beam ^'ere correlated, but by a 8lir;htly different
oroo^ciure. For eaoh pir.e hole and for euch rtxtlo of shear to
bending, the expi^rlnpntal clatii was plotted as stress concentra-




















hole In dlam«t©rB of the hole, In contours" of degrep of reln-
foroempnt, see Fig. XXVII, The faired maxima I'ere then plot-
ted versus the degree of reinforcement, V/eipht P^tlo, see also
Fig. XXVII. The compllcxtlon of such plots are shovn In Figs.
IX - XII In RESULTS . These data vere also orosn-faired as
Btreee concentration factor v^raue ratio of diameter of hole
to depth of web In contours of Weight Ratio for eucl-i ratio of
shear to bending, see Fig. XXVIII; an additional method of
oroGR-falrlng Is also shovn In Fig. XXVIII: Stress concen-
tration factor versus ratio of sh*»ar to bending In contours
of 'eight Ratio for *^ach size hole. From the latter plot It
was determined that for praotlCdl purpoeee the augmentation of
stress at the edge of the beam was constant despite the varia-
tion of shear to bending, Welrht Ratio, or elze of holf=« iinc^l vas
7'. This constant value was used In the preparation of Fig. XIII,
It was also desired to determine whether the stress
in the veb ever exceeded the maxlmura obtained either at the
edge of the hole or the edge of the bean^. In this conn'^otlon
the principal stresp, at each rosette deternln-d by nomograph,
see Fig. XXI, and plotted as etrese concentration factor versus
ratio of shear to bending for each size hole and for each Weight
Batio, similar to Fig. XXIII. These faired data were then plot-
ted, in conjunction vlth faired data from plots similar to
Figs. XXIII and XXVII, as Btr*>ss concentration factor v^^rsus
distance fjwm the center of the hole in dianeters for each






radl&l line whprein a roeette Tme looat*»d, ee*» Fig, XXIX.
In no oase v^as the muxiraum etrees concentration factor at
either the edge of the hole or the edge of the beam, which-
ever VU8 greater, exoepded. This, of course, v^ae predicted








The cUta are summarized In Flgc. V-XII of T-cS(JL?r. .
Table III und Fl'.s. :i:a:-:ca::, roferrpd to In APPT:]-iriX A
,
are shorrn to Illustrate the ripthods of an..lyfil8, correlation
prooeciureB, and typical calculations of Gtr*>8G conoentration
factors. TablPF V and VI, oalculatlone of strese concentra-
tion factors at the edge of the bp.«n and thp ed^.e of the hole
reapeotlvely, are adapted from Table III and B^ig. XXI and
otherB Blniilar (eee Table IV) to asflet In the preparation
of FlpF. >w^.III and :ll\1I. Onf' saraple of pach type of plot




Strain at Full Load for ro/h « 0..4206; VR » 2.
a-
0,2 0.3 0.4 0.5
0-a^e
Fl -866 -754 -632 -550 -480
F2 -862 -677 -556 .453 -380
F3 -862 -672 -536 -440 -352
F4 -854 -668 -532 -433 -360
F5 -851 -628 -480 -367 -284
F6 -830 -456 -280 -144 -20
HO -20 -^8 -»-33 + 32
HI 5 i-45 -137 -186 -231 -256
H30 -^45 -256 -340 -436 -472
Hii5 -60 ' -428 -536 -623 -672
H60 -232 -508 -576 -642 -656
H75 -316 -40^ -420 -422 -404
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Thf» orlgtm?t.l data ar« pros^ntf^d in Table VII as
B train in r.lcrolnch^s pr^r Inch for each gaup.*» for <»aoh ratio
of shecir to benclln; . "Di^fp dr.ta .re tabulated separately
for eaoh '>lf?:ht ^r.tlo and etioh ratio of fllanet<='r of hole to





Strain Xn MioroinchPB p^r inch at Full Load
VR g 0: roA » 0«126
i=»o.4 §»o.5
Fl -793 -714 -629 -552 -476
F2 -824 -697 -593 -499 -419
F3 -812 -686 -576 -484 -392
F4 -832 -654 -544 -448 -3^7
F5 -814 -594 -470 -366 -259
F6 -785 -^38 -274 -146 -4













-^175 + 122 + 113
-558 -464 -428
2^Q -332 -331




"^^^ "^^^ "^'^^ "^^^"^ "^-^^











Cage ysO 5«0.2 i«0.3 ^aO.^ J-O.S
Fl -805
-719 -624 -543 -/^78
F2 -794 -710 -600 -526 -^i-iJ-6
Ji'3





-595 -^63 -368 -278
F6 -768 -420 -269 -139 -24
1 -»-38 -^198 231 +231 +262
2ro -27 -217 -266 ^ -300 -340
3 +36 -1-30 -^17 -^8
4 +I7 -24 -27 ^2k -31
1 ^^k7 -152 -77 -5 +56
2r45 -^-^ -^^3 -^71 -437 -435
3 +196' -^120 +99 +84 ^66
4 -588 -474 -418 -354 -300
1 -323 -120 -/i2 -^26 -v78
2p90 -410 -500 -511 -517 -502
3 -1-165 +123 +11^ +85 +77
4 -54 -465 -^16 -371 -321
HO
H45 -13 INAGTIVh; INACTIVTv
H90 Inactive
^^
-26041 -20832 -I8055 -15914 -13889

52.
V;R = 1.0; rVh » 0.125
Gage 5=0 5.0.2 5.0.3 5-0.4 5-0.5
Fl -8^^
-739 -630 -532 -489
F2 -863 -726 -576 -513 -465
F3 -852 -695 -555 -475 -422
F4 -860 -669 -517 -426 -365
F5 -840 -591 -445 -338 -278
F6 -822 -451 -246 -112 -029
1 H-79 ^192 -^255 -+273 -»-272
^RO -90 -260 -275 -279 -326
3 ^13 -21 -»-37 + 26 -19
if -15 -20 -24 -9 -30
1 -338 -150 -52 + 20 ^66
^R^5
-498 -500 -458 -447 -440
3 V158 -^134 +134 +106 ^65
4 -625 -477 -391 -342 -307
1 -310 -121 -23 + 33 + 77
2h90 -515 -520 -505 -485 -503
3 + 145 ''-139 -H29 +103 +7^
k -574 -497 -39B -370 -319
HO ^18 + 158 •VI91 +188 *252
H45 -30 -440 -550 -642 -697
H90 -145 -116 -120 -130 -92
<^L -26041 -20832 -18055 -15914 -13889

53
VR « 1.5: r^/h 0.125
T 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Ci-age
Fl -807
-758 -626 -564 -480
F2 -850
-723 -590 -531 -427
F3 -856 -700 -550 -500 -415
F4 -854
-675 -532 -454 -364
F5 -841 -610 -462
-370 -263
F6 -820 -455 -276 -144 -026
1 •V70 -»-215 -»-248 + 262 ^273
2ro -60 -284 -257 -357 -347
3 -12 -40 -12 -42 -V12
i+
-40 -21 -52 -28
1 -406 -120 -34 -38 61
2r45 -492 -560 -501 -500 -462




1 -342 -95 -40 +30 -^55
^R90 -460 -569 -530 -530 -505
3 + 132 -»-118 V90 + 98 -^85
4 -579 -500 -^23 -382 -344
HO
<
^^140 +182 -^193 •-2E8
H45 -16 -415 -511 -578 -630
H90 -118 -114 -106 -85 -80
^L -26041 -20832 -18055 -15914 -13888
4
5^.
o- 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Oage
Fl -853 -720 -6/+9 -570 -491
F2 -880 -698 -642 -542 -450
F3 -880 -674 -600 -511 -413
F4 -880 -643 -568 -460 -362
F5 -873 -588 -507 -372 -272
F6 -843 -460 -321 -144 -022
1 ^52 -^-200 +196 -^246 + 252
^RO -48 -190 -284 -310 -320
3 -^28 -30 -10
i^ -»-7
-63 -44 -40
1 -368 -148 -130
"
-7 ^ho
2r;^5 -471 -475 -517 .463 -433
3 -H78 -^159 + 60 V80 + 60
^ -624 -474 -450
-355 -302
1 -340 -123 -100 ^42
2r90 -450 -500 -562 -520 -490
3 -^156 ^151 -+60 + 79 + 66
^ -582 -468 -457 -376 -328
HO -100 -110 -130 -140
H45 10 -457 -422 -494 -539
H90 -105 -287 -110 -112 -102
<ru
-26041 -2O832 -IB055 -15914 -I38B9
I(
55*
WR • 0; r2/h - .241?
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Fl -860 -700
-598 -558 -480
F2 ^ -868 -703 -583 -504 -424
F3 -664 -630
-570 -469 -382
?k -860 -652 -525 -443 -364
F5 -840 -617 -480 -365 -280
F6 -800 -453 -268 -143 -26
1 -+80 ^218 -V260 ^305 -^332
2ro -35 -263 -322 -3B6 -410
3 -9 -34 -38 -55 -52
if -18 -26 -36 -32
1 -347 -200 -132 -35 -^14
2Ri4.5 -460 -502 -472 -456 -436
3 >160 -*-112 ^86 -^66 + 54
k -608 -520 -444 -385 -332
1 -310 -102 -73 -»-134
^R90 -430 -582 -580 -593 -536
3 -*-156 ^106 -vlOO -»'84 ^75
4 -554 -486 -432 -376 -329
HO -31 + 120 -V181 -*-234 + 242
H45 +32 -385 -532 -617 -689
H90 -313 -257 -249 -181 -168
tTu























^'H «0.5: ro/h * 0.2^^7
GageX^ 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
-703 -624 -562 -490







-463 -280 -138 -25
•^210
-v260 ^294 ^322
-250 -316 -373 -400
-26 -28 -40 -38
-22 -28
-39 -40
-210 -100 -45 -^18
-505 -472 -460 -434
-»-119
-.98 ^73 ^62
-524 -434 -379 -322
-105 ^^5 -+126
-566 -560 -562 -562
-VI15 + 97 H-80 ^70
-494 -430 -377 -328
-^120 -^158 +192 -227
-396 -533 -630 -678
-233 -233 -181 -160





VR ^ 1; r^/h « 0.241?
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Fl -864
-760 -651
F2 -837 -724 -605
F3 -365
-705 -577
F4 -854 -680 -560
F5 -338 -627 -480












HO -23 -^86 -V125
H45 +16 -344 -457








































VR - 1,5! ro/h « .2417
a-
Gage
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5




F3 -889 -675 -563 -451 -427
F4 -893 -690
-550 -470 -400
F5 -859 -607 -463 -376 -290
F6 -847 -471 -263 -165 -30
1 ^57 ^199 -^249 +268 +300
^RO -215 -261 -305 -340 -400
3 -34 -15 -22 -28 -12
if -41
-33 -41 -38 -40
1 -417 -210 -98 -53 +20
^R45
-480 -498 -464 -470 -480
3 ^158 + 119 + 106 +55 + 71
4 -585 -542 -432 -364 -320
1 -377 -102 +59 + 106
^R90 -539 -542 -544 -560 -509
3 *149 -^111 -V97 ^65 -^63
if
-595 -496 -430 -391 -326
HO •V15 ' -»-70 + 105 +121 +-I27
Hi*5
-32 -345 -418 -475 -548
H90 -214 -178 -165 -150 -112
OL
-26041 -20832 -IB055 -15914 -13889
<
59.
VR « 2: rg/h » .2^a7
Oag«
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Fl -728 -748 -640 -564 -476
F2 -84?





F5 -872 -628 -480 -380 -272
F6 -853 -460 -280 -155 -28
1 ^31 »-183 «-240 -V264 -^300
^BO -27 -236 -292 -338 -375
3 -20 -26
^ 12 -32 -37 -35 -29
1 -403 -208 -116 -51 «-46
2r45 -458 -495 -465 • -443 -416
3 -^153 ^120 ^95 -^56 ^65
4 -625 -523 -436 -374 -319
1 -370 -152 -V46 100
2n9o -351 -538 -518 -550 -510
3 + 219 -^111 -»-97 -^75 ^65
ii*










































m s 0; To/h s .4206







-6^0 -441 -320 -248
-624 -^j.32
-300 -232









-453 -560 -600 -667





-476 -328 -248 -212
-20832 -15268 -11560 -9920

61.
KR » 0.5; ro/h « .^206
X
Oage
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Fl -817 -7^0 -632 -550 -481
F2 -856 -681 -560 -443 -372
F3 -853 -657 -532 -436 -347
F^ -8^0 -669 -536 -440 -356
F5 -349 -632 -477 -366 -280
f6 -812 -461 -280 -135 -24
HO -9 *-8 -^19 -^33 + 40
H15 -^45 -180 -252 -307 -352
H30 *'68 -348 -480 -579 -640
H45 -58 -556 -700 -807 -871
H60 -283 -680 -768 -839 -393
H75 -383 -529 -536 -5^5 -551





























Vm m 1; To/h « .4206








































VB, » 1.5: To/^ '^ 0.4206
Oag©
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Fl -888 -760 -628 -564 -484
F2 -868 -692 -548 .451 -368
F3 -915 -688 -548 -436 --^39
Fk . -360 -6^^3 -540 -409 -343
F5 -824 -624 -480 -371 -277
F6 -823 -468 -276 -121 -17
HO -16 -V24 ^36 -»-24 »-4l
H15 ^56 -124 -180 -245 -:^55
H30 ^56 -260 -360 -.'1-40 -485
H45 -56 -432
-556 -631 -683
H60 -224 -520 -596 -646 -680
H75 -316 -424 -436 -418 -437


















0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Fl -866 -75^ -632 -550 -480





F5 -851 -628 -480
-367 -284
F6 -630 -456 -280 -144 -20
HO -20 -v8 -^33 ^32
H15 -»-45
-137 -136 -231 -256
H30 -v45 -256 -340 -436 -472
H45 -60 -428
-536 -623 -672
H6o -232 -508 -576 -642 '656
H75 -316 -404 -420 -422 -404


































WR » 0; r./h - .5056






































vm a Q.5: rVh « .5056
Gage
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Fl -720 -7^4 -640 -492 -416
F2
-733 -660 -532 -369 -288
F3
-737 -644 -508 -3^9 -260
F4 -729 -672 -544 -334 -300
F5 -717 -628 -488
-336 -248
F6 -688 -464 -284 -125 -24
HO -12 -*-28 +41 +48 +-48
H15 »-80 -188 -283 -297 -332
H30 -^52 -420 -569 -60? -640
H45 -100 -656 -800 -804 -844
H60 -256 -688 -768 -731 -748
H75 -388 -720 -736 -664 -648







^ -20832 -20832 -18055 -13882 -11904

67.




0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Fl -720
-757 -640 -524 -480






-736 -632 -488 -360 -288
F6 -696 -468 -280 -136 -28
HO + 20 -V32 + 36 + 43
H15 -^67 -152 -227 -264 -320
H30 + 40 -3^7 -468 -528 -616
H45 -85 -528 -664 -716 -804
h60 -229 -564 -652 "(^S^ -704
H75 -371 -597 -612 -588 '^Z






-20832 -20832 -I8055 -15035 -I3B89

68.
^•P. ^ 1.5: ro/h « .5056
T
G-age
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
FL -877 -869 -751 -615 -579
Fl -693 -736 -640 -516 -480
FR -648
-735 -689 -512 -476
F2 -720 -^66^
-532 -404 -344
F3 -713 -647 -571 -384 -320
F4 '''70k -672 -540 -427 -352
F5 -709 -632 -488 -352 -284
F6 -656 -464 -284 -132 -30
HO -4 ^13 +23 -^36 ^ho
H15 ^5^ -149 -213 -248 -304
H30 ^45 -328 -439 -516 -587
H45 -76 -509 -620 -672 -760
H60 -197 -528 -596 -612 ^665
H75 -323 -543 -572
-S^^^ -577
































LH =2; r^/h = . g0^6
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
-88^1
-732 -639 -560
-72^^ -621 -551 -488
-693 -637 -557 -500
-653 -529 -396 -339'
-652 -513 -394 -320
-664
-537 -420 -360
-600 -491 -371 -285
-i^4o
-288 -128 -29
-^11 +17 -*-36 -^35
-144
-188 -239 -287
-305 -400 -490 -539
-472 -573 -660 -708
-/^.84
-507 '5^:^^ -597
-523 -532 -543 -533









pyVFLOPKi^NT py THrpp^TIC/VL SOLUTION
Nomenclature
a Arbitrary constants In strfss function ^
A_ Crofl8-8©otlonal area of reinforcement
ring plus adjacent veb area.
A Area; i^lth subecrlpte f and v, area of
flange (groee) and web respectively.
b Vldth (net) of rectangular reinforcement.
b' Width (gross) of reotaagular reinforcement,
Cjjjyj Arbitrary conBtants In 8 trees function ^
djjjj^ Abbreviations for products of a and
povrere of rp.
e Distance from edge to neutral fiber of
reinforcement.
E Modulus of elasticity of ring.
Ev Modulus of elasticity of vreb.
t^ Factor to allov for thi»e«-dlmenelonal
» effect at junction of ring and veb.
h Half-height of veb.
I Moment of Inertia; vlth subscripts e and
r, the effective moment of Inertia and
the mom'^'nt of Inertia about the oentrold
of the ring respectively.





n Order of terms of stress function.
i
71.
N ' Radial shear foroe on oroBB-spotlon of
relnforc«»npnt.
p Hutlo of radii of reinforcement; -= .
P Load,
Pjj(r),kj^(r) Coefficients In stress function.
r Padlal distance from center of cutout,
r Hadlal distance from center of cutout to
oenter-llne of reinforcement,
T^ Radial distance from center of cutout to
outer edge of reinforcement.
T2 Radial distance from center of cutout to
Inner edge of reinforcement.
r_ P^dlal distance .from center of cutout to
neutral flbT of reinforcement.
fl Arc lenpth.
t Thickness; vlth eubscrlpte f , r, and i',
thickness of flanp.e, reinforcement, and
web respeotlvfly.
T Normal stress resultant.
U Displacement In radial direction.
V Displacement In tangential direction.
VR ^'/elght Ratio.
X, y, z Cartesian coordinates vrlth origin at
center of cutout.
Y Tangential load on ring per unit of cir-
cumference.
Z Padlal load on rlnicr per unit of circum-
ference.










a' Dlmenalonlepe parameter of ar^a oT reo-
tan^ular ring: -i • .
3 DlmenslonlftSB pararnetpr of mom'=nt of
Iri'^rtla of rlnn: -1^ . --r-24(l + v ) .
E r-^t
w o w
^ specific v»ipht; ^'Ith eubeorlpts r and w,
Bpeclflc ^'«»lght of relnforoep.ent and vpb
rPBppctlvply.
6 DlneneionlPBG oararaetpr of tblckn<'SB of ring:
2»*o
e ^, €^ Strain In radiuil ami tang'^ntial d.ir<=ctlon8
reeppctlvply.
DiraenslonlPBS parameter of shear:
2(1-7) 21 l-^i
"
Dlra^neionlpRs oarameter of flange thiokneee;
-.'
Q Angular oolar coordinate.
1
iLj, ChanfiP of curvature of ring.
^
P-atio of vldth of reinforcement to veb
b'
thio^'n^BB: — .




en Nominal bendinp s trees at extreme fibpr.
or , (r IJomal etreepes in x and y dlrp^ctions
"^ reepectively.







Tjry Shear e tree p. (Cartesian coordinates).
T^Q ' Shear Btreec (Polar ooordlnates )
.
^ Stress function (Airy) for web,







II. G-eneral Equations and Solutions ^
In ordpr to analyze the effect of a circular
cutout In a plane sheet, the BtreBGee, displacements, and
Btralne in such a Bh*»et are raoEt oonvonl^ntly represented
by a polar^ooordlnate systen, FXe. XXX. The original stressp-E
and dleplaoeiTi'^nte , before b^lno fUeturbed by the cutout, v/ill





The cutout edges ure ciBeumed to carry reinforcement.
It Is the purpoce of thle analysis to fleterraln^ the eli^etlo
propertlPB of such an edge reinforcement so that the Increments
of BtresB, o- » ^ » *^nd t ^ • to the original strefees
rx «i r^i
b<»oorae as small as poaelble.
Throughout this analysis It Is assumed that the hole
16 "small" compared to the el/p of the eheet. Such an analysis
To 4
v'lll be reasonably accurate for -» '^ 0.25*
h
3. FollovB [14] .
k. See [13] . p. 3 *nd [3] , p. 217

75.




















The streesee In a plane ehftet can be exprpsB^d by
a Btrffas function <f (r*^) such that;
vhere prlmee and dote are defined by:
The function tf , moreover, nuet be Bueh that It
BatlBfleB the blharraonlo equationi
A^(p « (3)
where:
The complete solution of ^ouatlon (?) for the case
considered here, in vhloh the ed^e etreseee taken around the
circumference of the circular cutout have zero resultant (i.e.,
the cutout has no external loading), may be trritten in the form:
5. F.q. (34), p. 53 of [ 21] .













n^2 In 2n 3n ^n
(3b)
J
The expressions for the functlone C_ are the same,
vlth the posflible exception of different numerical values for
the oonBtantB C.
From Equations (2) and (3a) It follovs that;
<^r






The terms involving c^j^ may be obtained from Fqua-
tlone (^) by exohanglnf, sine for ooelne and vice versa, Q,
for Pj^, and making the right-hand side negative in the equation
for Xj^ .
B. Displaoepipnts
The radial and tangential strains follow- from
Hooke's Law;
7. See [12] or [ 1^+] .

78.
%^r- ^r^^" ^r- >'^«
<5)
I
The Btrese-straln relations of the reinforcement
rlnc can be expreBsed by:^
'r r
NoT-r the dlBplaoempnts of the ring must be the same
as those of the sheet at the point of attaohment. Therefore,
the dlBplaoera<»nt6 In Equatlonc (6a) and (6b) can be obtained
by putting r = r^^ in Kouations (5) for the dlBplac»»ni(»nt8 of
the sheet.
The stress and morn«»nt resultantp, T and M, in the
ring can be derived from the equations of eoulllbrlura of the
rlnp T'lth the use of the faot that the unit loadR acting on
the ring are due to the strerses in the sheet acting along
the circumference of the rlng.^^
6. Eq. (i*6), (i^7), and (48), p. 63 of L 21 ] .
9. See Cection F.
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If an I-b^am, oompoeed of a rectangular web and flanges,
le subjpotpd to a pur« bendlnp morti'^nt M about an axle perpendicu-






In polarooordlneiteB thlB stPvt*» of b tress is:
Mr
cr^ r ^— (cod3« - ooc^)
o
r. 41
o-« s - !lr(3oos« • co83«) > (10)
^0 L^l
for Thloh the Airy o tree a function le:
(p = - ^(oos« + ioos3«) (10a)
^ 81 3
11
By substitution Into ?>uatlone (8) and (9) It is found that
the renulred proportions are:
ii — *— • ——— — -.—— -»————-.
^ ^r (li-v)(2-^ 96 )
3
l^ r Sir . —ro^-.(i - 26). f (11)^ E- 2^M1 -^v)
6 s 0.00693 for vs 0.3
11. See Section H.

82.
In general it will not be posplble to design a
practical reinforof»ni«»nt that le the elaetlc equivalent of





(1 - 26)(2-^ 96 ) g2
5 = 0.3897.
Thle IP not oompcttlblf> v-lth the l^^et of EquatlonB (11),
To determine the approximate additional stresses (In
this case, practically unavoidable) due to a cutout reinforced
by a given ring, there must be added to the stress function the
additional terins In Equations (36) corresponding to the same
trigonometric orders that appear in ^ q and which give con-
straint R tresses r^hlch dlmlnlsn t'lth Increasing r from the
cutout. Thus, for stresses in the web under pure bending with
a reinforced oiAtout:
^ « P^coB<; P^co83«
P^ = C2^r3 * Cj^r-l > (12)




The BubBltutlon of Equations (12) into ^ouatlons m)
with the notation ot 'Equations (^3) gives:
cr » - |^(oo8«-.oos3*))-2k^, (^)\o8«-ri2K^^(^)^+10k, ^<^)-^ OOS39
r 41 31 r ^ ^3 v ^3 r
<^Q*
- ^(3co8«•^ 0083^) - 2k^, (^)^coB«+[12k.^(2s)^ 2k. -(S)'^]ooB3«
r^s
- ^(Bln«-^ 8in3«)-2k^ (2:)\ln^[l2k ^(^)^*6k ^(2;)?8ln3«
^^ 41 31 r 23 r 43 r
(13)
where k„-,
, ^23' ^^ ^43 ^^'® evaluated from liquations (E5).
In many oases in practloe the reinforcing rings are
quite narro'-j i.e., 3 and 6 are quite email. The oon-
Ptralnt stressf^s , then, are, with negllirlble error, functions
of the cross-sectional area of the relnforceraent alone.
T'^quatlone (TC5a) bp'come:
2k
K 2 + a
K 0, 667 » 1.359a
K " 0.667 " 1.359a ^
(14)
tor a a 0; i.e., no reinforcement; hole of radius r^.





which agre*»e ^ith the eolutlon given In [2 ] .
K. FencUnft vlth Shear
If an I-beam Is Bubjeoted to bending with shear
about an axis perpendicular to the plane of the veb, see






^^o U(l.^) 21 ^ & i-- i |yt- h.t^
^,, r
.^A^h2. ^ .v)2-j
The stress function oorrespom'ln^ o Fquatlonn (15) for the
web alone is:
oX oX
12. This Is based on approximate theory that the veb of an
I-beam takes moot of the shearing- force and that the
shearing stresses are constant across the web thick-
ness. Cf . p. 305, [ 21] .
M
85.
This 18 equivalent to the eura of tv'o s trees functlone;
PL
^^ 2 --y , 00rreBponding to pure bending vrlth M = - PL
and
^2 ^ " ff^y 'cnxy, corresponding to the loading of
Fig. >:x:ai.
In poliur ooorciinates:
"92"" (^ - 4ILr2)Bln2« - feslni+« (16)
and the corresponding etreSB distribution 1b j
cTy = - tPslna^i- S-eln4«
<r^ = - |^8ln2« + xraln2« - |£^sln4« > (16a)
Pr2 ^^ ^^ Pr2f.^ = -^ -«.oob2^ - TP coe2« • 0064^^ 41 ii-I
.13By eubstltutlon Into Knuatlonr (8) and (9) It la found
that It is Inposplble to provide relnforcenient that 1b the
elastic equivalent of the cutout.
To determine the approxlm-ut© additional etresces,
there :nuGt be added to the stress function additional terms
from Tsciuatlone (3b) Just as In the pure bending case. Thufi
,
for strefiBee In the veb under bending T'ith Rhf>ar with a re-
inforced cvitout:
13. See Section K.

86.
*P= QoSln2« f Cj,8lniv«%•
^2 = 82^*^2^' ^^22^^'^% (17)
The substitution of Eouatlono (17) into donations ('i)
vlth the notation of F.ouatlons (G3) gives;





-xr)8ln2« - £X?sln4^"». 6k. ^(^) Bln2«-»-
21 '22 r
(18)
* [20k24(p»)^ ^6k^;^(2L)^] 8lr^«
Tr^= (2|f - xP )oos2« + ^008-^^ + [6k^ (£i)^^ 2k, ^(^)Soos2«
41 41 22 r 42 r
+ [ 20V . (!1) + 12k,.. (2L) ]co8^
where ^o^p* ^lo* ^ok* ^'^^ '^/+i4. *^^® evaluated from T^quationB (G5)
When 3 and 5 ^re negligibly small (see Pure
Bendln'i above), the constraint etreesps ar^ functione of ^
alone. Kc^uations (G5*^) bftoome:

87.
^ ^ ^(4 - 4.153a ) -^^(1 - 0.269 a )
2 +2. 538aK
K
p(6 - 1.615a )-^^(2 -a)
2 2.538a
X44 ri 8 - 0.923 a
mmmmm^ ^ «w 4MiS • «v ^ m>^ aw *i «m «• «•«»'.»»
^ 2L 2+ 2,538 a
(19)
^94 1*1 ^ - 1.615 a
'^ 2L 2 »• 2.538a
For a = 0; I.e., no reinforcement; holf> of radius rj. At






5 (4tr l)6ln2« - —iBln4«> (IBa)
=
r»ri
which agrees irith the solution given In [IC] .
Furthermore;
For 7 *^ "0; i.e., a rectangular plate (no




( a- ) « (6r ^)8ln2« ^8ln4« >(18b)
^ !»= ri I I
vhloh agrees vith the Bolutlon given In [3] •
For the complete solution to the problem of bending with shear,
Equations (13) and (18) are added.
F. Strefin->Btrain Relations of T-^elnforcempnt PlnR
The theory of ouj-ved beams states thi.t the change
of curvature k of a ring due to a bending moment M^ is:
(Bl)
.2wrdr - Ar*^ (B2)
n
and where w is the width perpend. ioular to the plane of
bending of a oross-seotion.
Now r- is given by: '^ r = r, - e









p. 58 et sec. and [20]
,
p. 101 et seo.
15. Positive orientation of H in Fig. XXX is opuoeite to that
assumed in [ 20] .
16. [ 20 ]
,




























Cor-npctrison of ""xaot and Approximate
l-onipnte of Inertia and Location of Neutral Fiber
17
Table VIII ' shove that for a rectan.cular oross-
t
e potion vrith values of -«. ^ 0.?, those uaually encountered
in practice, a ring may be treated ae a straight beam, bo
that it is pemiSBible to put;
17. Cf. Tibbie on p. 3^, [1^] , for I-shaped relnforoeT.ent.






€-^r • u •• V
^ o o o




whf=»re the eubscript o Indicates the neutral
fiber r = r^.
ABBuiTjlng, cis Is oufitoraary in curv«*d bar theory,
that no radial pressure between fibers exists, then, for
any given ^, u Is constant ov^r the thloknees of the bar.
Th'^refore,
Vo ' -^^o"*" ^o^ - -(u + u)j,^j^ (B7a)
The tan^-entlal strain, however, ^-^11 v.;.ry along the
thlol.nee.F! of the bar, see Fig. XXaIII.
13. ^o. {U6), o. 63, [21] .







CONTRIBUTION OF CURVATURE OF RING TO EXTENSION AT





MN = ds ON' X A«N»
FN' X AN OK' X A»M«
KN' \\ GM'l AM ilHON' « ^IM'A'N'
^ KN • F c L MAN KN • II ON
ZC'ON' = L KN'E
But Z C • ON ' s ^ C ' OH + C HON « « ^ + d« - A d«
de
And ^KN'E « ^IKN'Ff ZL FN'E « d43 + ^^ ^de
.
ds ds*i
But de = r d«
o
dfl " To
Then: ^ = ^(f^)' = 4? (B8a)
d8^ d«^ ^B Tq'^
or
A d« : H-d«. (B8a)
In considering dl8plaopm«»nt6 of the right end rela*
tlve to the left, ^-e note that there le no rotation of the
tanj^ent at !'.
Rel. Tan. Dlsp. of T with respect to M = A v^^r "^^^
9v
Rel. Tan. Dlep. of II vith respect to M = A v^e -g-^d^
t
But ^ v^ = ^Vq - ^ a d«
Therefore: c ^rQ = (u-^ v + fiu)^^- (B7b)

93.
0. Streee Reeultante and Etralne in the Relnforo*°:"pnt Ring
From Fig. XXXo , thp thre*" pcuations for static




r-ri ^ \ (ci)
ft - Nro = -(T^) !lMr
Equationfi (CI) may b^ eolvftd for T and Mi
T T = r^V <r^ - T^o)^^ (C2)
« - -Tr,, - rft,,/( T^)^ a« C^ (C3)
The Bubetltution of FJouatlona (2) into ^ouatlone (C2) and
(C3) glvps:
T 3 rTt,,(r'"V') ^C^sln^ -^C^oop*) for n/l (C^)
•» ^^ r^ri 2 3
M = Di|!r(r-V) - rft^(r-2y,)
2 r»r^ * rsr;^
* Cj^ - C2roeln« - C3roOoe^ (C5)
for n/1
and
"^1 * <32fi5-ri* * CoOoe« for n»l (C4a)
M^ • Cj^ -.Cgr^sin^O - C^rQCoe© -^ r^t^Cr""^ f '-^""^^f)^ (C5a)
I
9^.
T and M may be obtained In terms of Pyj, Q^, and Q
by substituting ^lauatlone (3a) and (3b) Into F.nuatlons (C4),
(C4a), (CS), anri (C^a).
Similarly the ftxt^nPlon e train may Up found In
tftrme of P^, Q.^^, and « by a elnilar substitution Into T^qua-
tlone (5) follo^^ed by Integration for u c*nd v.*^^
From the first of Equations (5):
E u « J
-I—
-T-dr ^ r'^^p - v</?« (C6a)
F^(u H-u) « J -T-.fJf-.-«f-clr+ r~^(f +^ )->'(SP + f )'
r
(C6b)
From the second of Equations (5):
E^(u+v) a rf" - v/r~^<p - v<p« (C7a)
F^(u +v -^ ^u) =5 J -i—.-2"-^J^ - ^"^f ( V-6 )i.
+ r^" - v5 if • - V <p • (C7b)
Substituting Equations (3a) and (6b) Into Eouatlon (C6b)
^1
and noting that 6 = — - 1 yleldG:
20. Ti^o arbitrary functions fi(r) and ^2^^^ will appear as a
result of this lnte;.ratlon, but thesp are already Included In








H. Praotloal Inpoaslblllty of Perfpot l^nulvalpnt for Pure
r rora Equation (lOa):
P", « -1 ' - ar
^3 - - W
BeoauBft of antl-aymmptry about thp x-axls and symmetry about
the y-axlB.*
C^ - Cg - (P2)

96,
Substitution of Fr.uatlons (Dl) and (D2) Into Equations (8)
and (9) yields;
t3« . ^lS;X.008^
^^ (l*v )(2^96) * ^r * i5:r--ii3v.=liooB«*oo83«
(1-^v )(2-»' 9S )
A^ r -—rsir- |r -JiHJi/ (D3)
T = .r2!r... . !r(1.25) . .^=2.6 KiS.
(D^)
From Fouatlon (1^^), In order that I be everywhere poeltlve,
It le neoeseaiy that:
^i^V,
C^ c i-Jid-*- 6) (D5)
The eubstltutlon of Equation (D5) into Equation (D3) gives:
2(1 • 5)oo8^'^ ooe3«
. rot« "^ 00 - 008 ^
(H-v)(2-^ 96)
Aj, will be everywhere poRltlve if and only if:
-11* 2riJLt r49^ ?6(^y) ^ ii( :^v-i) ^ (:?v^>i)^ .^
^ ^
2i[Uv2
^_^ Wv; l^^iK_ Mu7)f_^ jj^^j
18
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21IIX» Partloular Case of Rectangular Reinforcement
Thla solution, although baelcally the same as In
the preopdlng Section, Is presented from a slightly different
point of view. IVo separate etreofi functions, one for the
web and the other for the reinforceni<»nt are derived. The
boundary conditions to be satleflf^d are:
1.) At great distances from the hole, r» r2, the
stress distribution tends to oonforra to that ex-
isting In the unout web.
2.) No external forces are applied at the inner edge
of the ring, r « r^.
3.) At the Junction of the ring and the veb, r - r^, the
radial and tangential displacements of the ring must
be equal to those of the plate.
k,) At the Junction of the ring and the web, r s r^,
the forces acting on the outer edge of the ring
must be equal and opposite to the corresponding
forces acting on the inner edge of the veb.
In Figs. XVI and XXX the ring has been shown to be
abruptly Joined to the web. If this Is the case, there ^rill
be a local stress concentration at this Junction. This has
not been taken into consideration since, in praotioe, a email
fillet, probably a weld, irould be present to relieve this con-
21. Follovm C13] .

106.
Of^ntratlon. Strictly speaking, the streee distribution at
the Junction is three*dimensional. This has not been con-
sidered. Other^.'iPe this solution conforniB to the usual
elasticity proc^dui-e and aSFumptlons—Hooke*8 Lav; homo-
geneous and isotropic material; "small" displacements.

107.
A. Pure B finding
Boundary Conditions (1) and (3) have been used
in Section II to determine ^ for the web:
(20)
The streBF: function v^ for the ring i^lll have the
same gen'^ral form as W for the veb but vlth poeribly dif-
ferent oonRtants:
^ *'^^21 ^^31^~ )ooe^ (aj^or-^+ugor^-^+a^or^+a/^or*' )oo83«
o-j.* ( 2a2.|^r-2a^^r'*^ )oo8^ ( 6a, ^n-12a^«r*5- ^a^^r^^-lOa^^r"^ )oo83e
cr^«(6a r+2a r"'^)oo8«^(6a^ r^-12a2^r"^-^20a r^+2a^ r'*^)ooe3«
Tj.^=(2a2^r-2a r*5)6ine+(6a^ r-12a2^r"*^fl2a r^-6a^ r~3)ein3«
(21)
From Boundary Condition (2): ( <r-) « ( Tr^a) -
* r«r2 r-r2
vhere:
^21- «31 ' °
I
3di3 + 6d23 + 2d33 -^* 5d43» °
^13'-2^23 .2d33-•di^3 « j
d2i - ^21^2 ^23 - »23''2^
d3i « d3ir2-"3 d33 « a33i^3





From Boundary Condition {h)i Force ^qulllbrlun at r s rj_






^23 ^33 43^ 23" -^3
(24)
f, ,f« = factors to allow for thre^-dlmenelonal pffeot
at Junction of ring and web.
From liquations (22) and (24):
<^21
, Si , (3* -^)
*^ •^ f^x(p-p-3)















D s p'^- 9 +I6p"^- 9p~'*+ P*"®.

109.
Vhen X « 1; I.e., no relnforcenipnt for a hole ^^hoee radius s r2 .
^ ^ p y (26)


























d33 6(£^p-52^ 2^{p.p-3). 2]E|3(p.p-5)
*^ " PxD'
D' = (p3«4p-3^ 3p-5)^(4p3.6p^2p'"3)(-^^.(3p3./|p^^-5)(^j^
^^
It Is Interesting to note that as p
—
•»- 1 (i.e., no relnforoeraent
^31 ^23
for a hole of radius • rn), -§- —* -3, -—^ —- -2, and
and -i2 —>.3,
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From Boiindary Condition (2): { <r ) «b ( T ) « o
^ r-r2 ^^ ^^^2
^12 * 3^22 -^ 2di^2 •
^12" ^"^22 "^ ^*32 - \2 ' ^
6di4 + 10d24 + 5d3i| - 9d^ =
3^14- 5d24 -^ 5<l34 - 3d44 •
(31)
where;
^12 • ^12 hk « ^1^4
^22 * *22^2 ^2k " ^2k^^
^32 " *32'^i ^^k - *3^4
^42 */i2^^ d|^ • *44^
(32)
From Boundary Condition (^0: force equilibrium at r e i^:
f 2 X (^12 * ^^22^"^ * 2^/12^*"^ ^ ~ "Y^ * ^^22 ^ ^^2
f2 X (di2- 3d22P""^ 3^32?^ - ^^,2?*"^) ' ~ " 31^22^ 3K^ - k^2
f^x (3d^4p2 -5d2;,P~^^ 5d3^P^ -3d^p-^) ' ^ ^ - 5^2k " '^Hk j
b* (33)
where: x » —
tw
P = Vr2
^2*^4 » factors to allovr for three-dimensional effect










'^(p2.p-2), _JL(i.p-2)^ k22(3lAp-2-4) ^2k^2(p2-.l)
^22 *
TnCp'^-p""^) - !5^(l-^p''i3p'"^) ^2^22(1-?"^) ^1,2^^-^"^^
^
'2 ' ^2
-crd^^-P^^K 2^(l-p-^)-.- 6k22(P^-l) ^k42<^P^-3P'^)
d^2
^2 ^ ^2
^2 « p - 4 H-6p"' - ^p" -^ p~
!S.(p^^l5p-^-l6p-6) ^ 51^24 ^P^-P"*^) *^it/^(P^-P"^)
^(P%""^) ^k2i^(15p'-l6p2^p-^) +12ki^^(p^-p2)
d^ «






































































































































1-4 1 1 1 r* 1 ^
/»^ ft
1 1 r-i CM >^A
^^ •
'«_'
1 ft -:3- 13 ' ^ CM 1 1 S? ^
•:t 1 C^ ft
^(Vil M 1 1 CM ^




1 ^ '— 1 CM It
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1 1 CM 1 ^ 1 *""* 1 1 1 ft Hi
*-^ 1 ft 1 *^ 1 1 1 CVl 1 ft 1 f ^^
<M 1 1 1 M' 1 ft 1 0. 1 1 i CM -*
1 1 fH I
-f. 1 1 1 1 i
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